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Uncomfortably Slow
Newton Faulkner

Newton Faulkner
Uncomfortably Slow 
Hand Built by robots

This song is 99% a mix of all the other versions, i like this better though
this tab is relative to having a capo on the second fret 
(eg. when it says 5, its actually 7 if you dont count the capo) but all the
chord 
names are correct (when it says F#m, it IS an F#m, not G#m) any comments/
corrections 
let me know, im not 100% about the ending ( the very last Bm is a bit iffy), but
it 
sounds good/near enough. please, if you know them, leave comments with the
correct chord names 
(anything with a  ?  in it)

Thanks, Enjoi! :-)

   E? D?1 F#m  A? D?2  A7  F#  Bm  D   
---5---7---0---0---3---1---0---0---0---
---5---0---0---3---3---0---0---1---1---
---0---0---0---0---0---0---1---2---0---
---4---0---2---0---2---0---2---2---2---
---5---X---2---X---3---2---2---0---3---
---X---8---0---3---X---3---0---0---0---

E? D?1 E? D?1 
...(intro).......
E?
Travelling again
       D?1
I know exactly how it s gonna end
    F#m               A?              D?2
The routine day dream starts as I get off
E?
I m holding up the queue
           D?1
Because my ticket won t go through
  F#m               A?              D?2
I know it should be simple but it s not

   E?            D?2
So don t take my photograph
    E?            D?2
Cos I don t wanna know how it looks



             E?
To feel like this
            D?2
As cars and people pass
   A7                  F#          Bm
It feels like standing still but I know
         D?2                  E?       D?1  E?   D?1
I m just moving uncomfortably slow...

E?
Something s gotta change
           D?1
I know i m lucky in a lot of ways
   F#m           A?
So why do I want more 
            D?2
Than what I have?
E?
Brace myself to hear the lies
  D?1
I wonder if they know that I
      F#m               A?
Don t get the jokes but I just
        D?2
Need to laugh

   E?            D?2
So don t take my photograph
    E?            D?2
Cos I don t wanna know how it looks
             E?
To feel like this
            D?2
As cars and people pass
   A7                  F#          Bm
It feels like standing still but I know
         D?2                  E?       D?1  E? 
I m just moving uncomfortably slow...

         D?1
I m just moving uncomfortably
E?
Slow down
        Bm
There s infinite detail
         E?
When you break it down
   Bm
It all becomes simple how



   D
It all becomes clearer now

  E?            D?2
So don t take my photograph
    E?            D?2
Cos I don t wanna know how it looks
             E?
To feel like this
            D?2
As cars and people pass
   A7                  F#          Bm
It feels like standing still but I know
         D
I m just moving sub-consciously
Bm
One day I guess i ll be
    D
The man that you think you see
         Bm
I m just moving uncomfortably
E?     D?1  E?  D?1
Slow.......


